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FINAL REPORT.
One of the goals of the STRAT mission was to improve our understanding of transport in
the stratosphere. We have used our coupled 2-D model to analyse transport between the tropics
and midlatitudes using aircraft measurements of {CO2} and {N20} made during the SPADE
and ASHOE/MAESA campaigns (Boering et al. 1994) for model validation. We have further
used the model to estimate errors in the experimental determination of the age of stratospheric
air that arise from nonlinear increases of real tracers such as {CO2 } and {SF6}. The interpreta-
tion of measurements made during STRAT is still in progress.
Most of the work performed under this contract has been described in the second year pro-
gress report, submitted in April of 1996. In the following, the research is summarized and some
additional work that has become relevant in the meantime is described.
We have developed an interactive model of the dynamics, chemistry and radiation of the
stratosphere with partial support from this contract. The dynamics module integrates the primi-
tive equations on a sphere. Lower boundary zonal winds and eddy geopotential heights are
specified from observations. Chemistry and tracer transport are done in two dimensions. The
chemistry model is a family model. Long lived species are transported and short lived species
are determined in intervals of 5 to 10 days by assuming photochemical steady state. Full diurnal
integrations with the fast species are performed periodically and diurnal coefficients, derived
from the explicit integration are used to determine the steady state solution. Heating rates in the
stratosphere are calculated from model ozone and the model temperatures and circulation fields
are used in the chemistry transport module.
Due to the use of the primitive equations, the characteristics of transport in the tropics are
somewhat different in our model than in many other 2-D models. For example, our model gen-
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cratesa circulation associatedwith the Quasi-biennialOscillation IQBO) which is asymmetric
aboutthe equatorandnaturallyexplainsthe observedasymmetriesin theQBO ozonesignal in
thesubtropics(Joneset al., submittedto JGR.)
In orderto makesurethatourmodelgeneratedcirculationis reasonable,wecomparedlong
lived tracersin the modelwith dataobtainedby instrumentsaboardUARSandATLAS. These
dataare most useful at altitudesover 25 km. They show distinct gradientsin mixing ratios
acrossthe subtropics. Thesefeatureshavebeeninterpretedin a conceptual"pipe model" by
Plumb (1996). We assumeda reducedmixing in the tropics. Negligible diffusive transport
betweenthetropicsandmidlatitudesmeansthat theburdenof simulatingthetropical regimeand
themassexchangeto midlatitudesis on theresidualcirculationwith is interactivelycalculatedin
our model. We were ableto achievegoodagreementwith the satellitedatawith a minimuln of
tuning.
For the {CO2}/{N20} correlations,we specifiedthe {CO2} surface mixing ratios from
1980 to 1994 at the model lower boundary (about 1 km equivalent pressure altitude). The data
were obtained from T. Conway at the NOAA CMDL. Correlations of long lived tracers with
similar source regions are normally not good tests for the transport as the tracers have to stay
proportional to each other regardless of the flow field. In this case, however, {CO2} has source
variations on a seasonal timescale and an annual trend whereas {N20} increases only very
slowly (about .5 ppt/year) at the surface. The slope of the correlation curves changes with sea-
son and the annual increase of {CO2} is clearly evident at lower values of {N20}.
Our model is able to reproduce the measured correlations fairly well. The seasonal
behaviour of the model correlations is in good agreement with the data. A sensitivity analysis
showed that a threshold value of Kyy is required in the Southern Hemisphere to reproduce the
ASHOE/MAESA data. The value is about 1/3 to 1/2 of the Northern Hemisphere seasonal aver-
age in agreement with Holton et al. (1996). The advective transport in the lower stratosphere is
not able to get the seasonal signal of {CO2} to midlatitudes where it was measured. Rapid dif-
fusive transport in Winter is required to reproduce the measurements. We further found that the
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correlationsaresensitiveto the lowerboundarytreatment(i.e. model tropopause)andto dissipa-
tive processeswithin the tropics. Changingthe extratropical forcing of the circulation by
doubling/haltingKyy, for example,doesnotaffect thecorrelations.In thiscase,theoverturning
rateschangeby +/- 20percent,thechangein thecirculationpatternm the Iropicsandsubtropics
does,however,affect {CO2} and {N20} in thesamemanner.Therefore,thesedatado allow us
1orule out somecirculation patternsin the lowerstratosphereandhelpto indentify modelprob-
lemsbut they do not allow us to constrainthe strengthof the circulation to better than about
30%.
Meanagesof stratosphericair, whendeterminedllonl {SF6} or 1('()2} measurementsare
subjectto someuncertaintiesbecauseboth of thesetracersdo not increaseexactly linearly in
time. Theerrorsassociatedwith thenonlinearlyincreasingsurfaceboundarycanbe estimated in
the model if age is determined as a tracer with a stratospheric source (Boermg et al., 1997) and
as a lag time of model calculated stratospheric tracer values to tropospheric tracer concentra-
tions. The errors in the lower stratosphere are estimated to be about one half to three quarter
years. Doubling {Kyy} in the model as described above changes the true age of stratospheric air
by a similar amount. Therefore, we have the same problem as we have with the {CO2 }/{ N20}
correlations in reducing the uncertainty in overturning rates. The data for age don't seem accu-
rate enough.
Differences in computed age between various models seem to be much larger than the
differences we obtain for different wave forcing of the circulation. This statement is based on
preliminary results from the NASA Models and Measurements Intercomparison Workshop I1 in
which we are currently participating. Our model age agrees fairly well with the age derived
from {SF6 } measurements. We plan to use more of the tropical STRAT data to validate our age
calculations.
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